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The StoriThtV'ater Management and Design Aid (SMADA) is a computer 
model formulated to assess stormwater runoff quantity and quality. 
Applicable the~ ory is reviewed to introduce a discussion of the 
modeling methodolo'Qy. 
A pre- vs. post-development design objective can be incorpor-
ated to evaluate runoff quantity and quality for singl:e, o~r multipl:e 
land use watersheds.. . Detention and retention facilities are con-
sidered and conveyance systems for runoff transmission can be sized. 
Initial design ass ~essments and consistent design re~ view and evalua-
tion are possible. 
SMADA is wri tt~en in the BASIC 1 anguage and is execut~ed in th ~e 
interactive mode. No computer cards are required and data input is 
quite se 1 f-exp 1 ana tory. The mode 1 is easily adaptable to tab 1 e-
top mini- comp~ uters. 
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Society•s rapid growth is accompanied by expanding develop-
ment in housing, agriculture, and industry. These developments 
provide the necessary goods and services that enable society to 
prosper, but at the same time, natural environments are altered 
and the abi 1 i ty for an a rea to function as a ba 1 anced sys tern is 
jeopardized. The consequences are felt directly by the air, land, 
and water environments. 
Stormwater management is emerging to play an important role 
in the overall picture of public service and environmental protec-
tion. Of increasing concerns are the hydraulic/hydrologic effects 
and pol l ution contributions from urban and rural nonpoint source 
discharges. Legislation on the federal, state, and regional levels 
serve to emphasi·ze the seriousness of the problem. Comprehensive 
planning and assessment are necessary to prevent costly flood 
damage, and to provide adequate control of pollutants for main-
taining area water quality. The engineer/planner must provide a 
balanced design considering quantity and quality, while also 
noting economic and socio-political issues. 
To assist the engineer/planner, models have been developed 
to provide tools useful in conducting runoff management studies. 
Models range from the simple rationale formula to extremely 
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complex computer simulations. A review performed by Brandstetter 
for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1976) provides a 
summary of the objectives, advantages, and 1 imitations of selected, 
existing computer models. 
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The intent of this paper is to present the development of yet 
another computer model,. The Stornwater Management and Design Aid 
(SMADA) is formulated under the premise of user transparency or 
~'~~the~ simpler - the better... This yields a model written in the 
BASIC language and in the interactive mode, with minimal input 
but useful output. ' The computer program is easy to understand and 
actual operation is simplified by eliminating computer cards and 
input format requirements. 
In the present.: version of the program, quantity and quality 
-
are addr~essed for sjngle or mul,ti land use watersheds. A pre- vs. 
post-development design objective can be incorporated to evaluate 
the use of retention and detention as miti ~gative~ measure~ s. 
Conveyance systems are sized considering single or multiple inputs 
and flmv routing through the system. 
To fully ,appreciate the features and appl i:e:abi-1 ity of SMADA, 
it is valuable to understand the formulations and assumptions that 
we~nt into the modeli. A detailed explanation folloW's, and ~an exam-
ple run is available in Appendix A. 
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The Hydrologic Cycle 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY AND BACKGROUND 
To understand the principles governing the engineering and 
science of storrnwater management, it is appropriate to review the 
fundamentals of the hydrologic cycle. 
The hydrologic cycle is the interaction of the paths 
through which water in nature circuiates and transforms. Water 
evaporates from the ocean and land and is carried in the atmos-
phere until it precipitates back onto the earth. The rain may 
fa 11 d·i rectly onto water bodies, may be intercepted or trans pi red 
by plants, may infiltrate into the ground, or may run over the 
ground to areas of surface water. Evaporation forces act to re-
turn this water to the atmosphere and the cycle continues. 
It is evident that the hydrologic cycle is an intricate interac-
tion of precipitation, infiltration, evaporation, interception, storage, 
runoff, a~d time. A descriptive representation of the hydrologic 
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Fig. 1. A descriptive representation of the hydrologic 
eye 1 e. 
Water Quantity 
Applying hydrologic principles, a useable expression can be 
developed to describe a rainfall event and aid in the prediction 
of runoff quantities. For a particular rainfall event, on a volu-
metric and time varying basis, 
Q(t) = P(t) - E(t) - T(t) - I(t) - IS(t) - DS(t) (1) 
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where: Q(t) = runoff or rainfall excess 
P(t) = precipitation 
E(t) = evaporation 
T(t) = transpiration 
I(t) = infi 1 trati on 
IS (t) = ·ntercepted storage 
DS(t) = depression storage 
More simply stated: 
RUNOFF = PRECIPITATION - STORAGE 
As the storage elerrents hecome saturated with time, the runoff 
approaches and eventually equals the rainfall. 
(2) 
The key to successful runoff prediction is to accurately assess 
the storage effects of a particular watershed when acted upon by a 
given precipitation event. The task is not always easy due to the 
uneven distribution of rainfall, and to the varying topography, 
vegetation, soil, and geological conditions. For the purpose of 
this discussion, consider storage to be the combination of abstrac-
tion and infiltration. 
Abstraction 
Abstraction is an all inclusive term for that quantity offal-
len precipitation that is not consumed by infiltration or trans-
ferred from the watershed as surface runoff. Hence, this includes 
evapotranspiration, interception, and depression storage. 
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Evapotranspiration (ET) is the combined effects of evapora-
tion and transpiration. Evaporation is the process by which water 
from soil and water surfaces is changed to the vapor state •nd re-
turned to the atmosphere. Transpiration is the movement of mois-
ture through a plant and into the atmosphere. ET quantities and 
rates are a function of soi 1 moisture, humidity, so 1 ar input, wind, 
and vegetation type. Vo 1 ume estimations are made by Class "A 11 
pan evaporation tests, climatic data correlation, detailed inven-
tory analysis, and empi rica l equations. 
Interception deals with that moisture ·whi"ch is caught and 
stored on the leaves and stems of vegetation. The amount inter-
cepted is a function of plant species, composition, age, and den-
. sity, character of the storm, and the ·time of the year. Evapo-
transpiration action returns the moisture to the atmosphere. In-
terception vo 1 ume can be significant for highly vegetative areas, 
but is negligible when . ap~lied to urban water~h~ds (Overton, 197~). 
Depression storage includes the water held in voids and sur-
face depressions as puddles, to be acted on by infiltration and 
evaporation. The quantity stored generally decreases with in-
creasing land slope and is estimated from field observations (Wan-
ielista, 1979). 
Infi 1 trati on 
Infi 1 trati on is the movement of water through the soil sur-
face and into the soil. The infiltrated quantity can be significant 
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and the rate and quantity are a function of soil moistur-e, permea-
bility, ground cover, drainage conditions, water table location, 
and precipitation inten:sity and ·volume. · Jh·e·. ·general behilvior of infil-
tration is to. ha.ve .a . high initia.l rate that diminishes through : time to a 
nearly constant value. 
The problems encountered in measuring infiltration are numer-
ous. Soil sample disturbance, unrealistic boundary conditions, 
and other non-representative features make laboratory data debata-
ble and often difficult to apply to field situations. 
Infiltrometers have proven reliable and easily applicable to 
in fi 1 tra ti on prediction by the use of Horton's equation (Beaver, 
1977). Horton's equation is a mathematical expression de~cribing 
the cha ractcri s tics of an ide a 1 i nfi 1 tra ti on process. An in i ti a 1 
rate of infiltration diminishes exponentially to a constant rate. Hor-
ton'.s representation is shown ,;n_ equation 3 and depicted fn Figure 
2. 
I(t) =I + (I - I )e-Kt 
c 0 c 
( 3) 
where: 
I ( t) = infi 1 tra tion rate as a function of time 
Ic = ultimate infiltration rate 
Io = in i ti a 1 infiltration rate 
K = recession constant 
The total infiltrated volume, I, is the area under the rate 
curve and can be determined by the integration of equation 3 with 
respect to time, 
I ( t) 
( vo 1 I time) 
t 




= I t + -----=---c K 
t, time 
Fig. 2. Characteristic infiltration rate curve described 
by Horton's Equation. 
Infiltrometer equipment varies in size and specifications, 
(4) 
but the common intent is to apply water (constant head or rainfall 
simulation) to a controlled site specific area and measure the in-
fi 1 tra ti on. The careful siting and operation of i nfi 1 trometers can 
deliver accurate, usable infiltration constants for a study area. 
Another recognized method for runoff and i nfi l tra ti on assess-
ment is an empirical technique developed by the Soil Conservation 
Service (SCS). In the SCS National Engineering Handbook, Section 
4, the following relation between rainfall, site storage, and 
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runoff is presented (USDA, 1956): 
Q = (5) 
where: 
Q = runoff volume 
P = precipitation volume 
S = maximum available storage volume 
The concept behind the method is that for a given soil and land 
use, there is a maximum possible storage, and that as rainfall in-
creases, the runoff will increase. Equation 5 is modified to con-
sider initial abstraction (IA), defined by the SCS as that amount 
of initial storage that occurs before runoff begins. Initial ab-
straction is approximated by IA = .25. 
Q = (P - IA) 2 
P - IA + S 
( P - . 2S) 2 Q = ~-~..:...-p + .8S 
{6) 
(7) 
To get an estimate of the soil stor_age, · S, the SCS ·introduced a· numeri-
cal expression called the "Curve Number 11 (CN) which defines soil 
storage on a scale of 0 to 100. Soil storage is calculated from 
the CN as shown in equation 8. 
S(inches) = ~~~O - 10 (8) 




CURVE NUMBERS FOR SELECTED LAND USES FOR USE IN 
SCS RUNOFF PREDICTION METHODOLOGY (MOISTURE CONDITION II) 
Land Use Description Hydrologic Soil Group 
A B _C 0 
Cul ti va ted Landa 
Without conservation treatment 72 81 88 91 
With conservation treatment 62 71 78 81 
Pasture of Range Land 
Poor condition 68 79 86 89 
Good condition 39 61 74 ao 
Meadow 
Good condition 30 sa 71 78 
Wood or Forest Land 
Thin standb poor cover, no mulch 45 66 77 83 
Good cover 25 55 70 77 
Open Spaces, Lawns, Parks, Go 1 f Courses, Cemeteries, etc. 
Good condition, grass cover on 75% or more of the area 39 61 74 80 
Fair condition, grass cover on 50% of the area 49 69 79 84 
Corrmercial and Business Areas (85% i~ervious) 89 92 94 95 
Indus tria 1 Oistri cts ( 72% impervious) 81 88 91 93 
Residentialc 
Aver_age % I~rviousd Average Lot Size {acre l 
~ 1/8 65 77 85 90 92 
1/4 38 61 75 83 87 
l/3 30 57 72 81 86 
1/2 25 54 70 80 85 
1 20 51 68 79 84 
Paved Parking Lots, Roofs, Driveways, etc . e 98 98 98 98 
Streets and Roads 
Paved with curbs and stonn sewerse 98 98 98 98 
Gravel or paved with swales 76 85 89 91 
Dirt 72 82 87 89 
a For a 100re detailed description of agricultural land-use curve numbers, refer to Nationa1 
Engineering Handbook, Section 4, Hydrology, Chapter 9 (August, 1972). 
b Good cover is protected from grazing and 1 itrter and brush cover soi 1. 
c Curve numbers are computed assuming the runoff from the house and driveway is directed 
toward the street with a minimum1lf roof water directed to lawns where additional infil-
tration could occur. 
d The remaining pervious areas (lawns) are considered to be in good pasture condition for 
these curve numbers. 
e In some warmer climates 1lf the country a curve nunt>er of 95 may be used. 
SOURCE: 
and Quality. 
Martin P. Wanielista, Stormwater Management: Quantity 
(Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Science, 1979), p. 37. 
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Routing 
Upon accounting for preci pi tat ion in the forms of runoff and 
storage, the quantity designated as runoff must undergo a flow rout-
ing procedure to depict the delayed response of the runoff hydrograph 
induced by the physical action of the water traveling over the land. 
A popular routing technique is the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph 
Method (SBUH) as developed by James M .. Stubchaer (1975). 
The SBUH Method takes the tota 1 instantaneous runoff quantities 
(pervious and impervious) for each time increment and routes them 
through an imaginary linear reservoir. Like other routing techniques, 
the routed outflow is dependent on inflow, previous inflow, and 
previous outflow. The routing constant is a function of the time 
of concentration for the drainage basin. The design hydrograph as-
delivered from the watershed is calculated by the following: 
where: 
and 
Q{2) = Q(l} + K·[I(l) + I(2)- 2Q(l)] 
K = ~t/(2Tc + 6t) 
6t = time increment 
T = drainage basin time of concentration 
c 
1(1) = instantaneous flow @ t = t 
I ( 2) = instantaneous flow @ t = t + ~t 
Q(l) = design flow @ t = t 




The key to successful routing and watershed hydrograph prediction 
is defining an appropriate time of conoentration. The Tc is that 
time which must el'apse before all parts of the watershed are contribu-
ting to the flow at the point of discharge. 
Detention 
The purpose of a storrr:M'ater detention facility is to reduce the 
rate of runoff by providing storage for that runoff considered in ex-
cess. Runoff would be in excess if the maximum allowable flow con-
straint was less than the peak discharge delivered from a watershed. 
Regulations would be such that post-development peak flow rates could 
not exceed pre-development peak flow rat~es. This is a common p.rob-
lem for new urban developments due to the increased impervious a~eas 
contributi._ng 1 arger volumes, and structural drainage systems reducing 
the time of concentration. 
Detention is different from retention and the two should not 
be confused. Detained water is only held temporarily and then grad-
ually released as the watershed hydrograph flow rates decrease be-
low the constraint peak. Retention basins are intended for first 
flush pollutant control and have no structural outlet. The basin 
empties by e~vaporation and infiltration. Though detention basins 
exhibit a degree of pollutant removal via sedimentation, designs are 
usually hydraulically oriented. 
The use of detention basins is an economical, practical means 
of sto~ rDlWat~er floW' management and is commonly used to insur~e runoff 
rate control in urban developments. 
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Water· Quality 
Unti 1 recently, most water poll uti on control programs have been 
directed toward management of point source discharges. It has been 
ass ume d th at' s to nnw ate r or non p o i n t d i s charges rep resented a sort of 
natural pol l uti on form that was of ins i gni fi cant po 11 utan t potential . 
Results of convincing studies by Wanielista and others i.ndicate that 
nonpoint sources require adequate treatment to i'nsure successful and 
complete water resources management (Wanielista,, 1976; U.S. EPA, 1974; 
and U.S. EPA, 1977). 
Rainwater itself is not pol l uted, but the act of falling through 
the air and traveling on the ground entrains contaminants into the 
wate r . The rain in .effect cl ~eanses the earth of uncontrolled and 
natural pollutants dispersed in the environment. Pollutants include 
meta l s, nutri ents, pesticides, bacteri·a, oils and dirt. 
S tormwa ter qua 1 i ty varies wi de.ly and its prediction is di ff i -
cult and compli ca ted. Nonpoint pollutant ;ecffects are influenced by 
factors such as meteorology, hydrology, geology, and land use prac-
tice. The extent of the pollutants p~ rese~nt in a give·n runoff vary 
from storm to stonn, from season to season, from landuse to landuse, 
and within an i'ndividual rainfall event. For design and planning 
purposes, mass l oadings as· discharged per area and time period (i . . e., 
kilogram/hectare/year) are valuable for initial pollution assessment. 
Poll,utant discharges for storms from small watersheds exh i bit 
first flush ·effects. This refers to the beginning of a runoff event 
when water vol ume·s ar~e smali 1 and pollutant loadings are high. Af-
ter this initial shock load, pollutant concentrations are observed 
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to decrease significantly for the remaining duration of tRe storm 
(Wanielista, 1979; Overton, 1976). 
Retention 
Stormwater retention is a practical means of comhating nonpoint 
source effects. A retention basin provides for flow in but allows · 
no surface discharge. A polluted water volume subject to retention 
experiences evaporation and percolation as treatment. 
The first flush characteristic of pollutants in runoff caters 
to retention style treatment. Diversion of the first flush consti-
tutes collection of most of the pollutants. Table 2 displays expected 
treatment efficiencies for specified diversion vol!umes. It nee,ds 
to be stressed that these figures are on an annual basis and assume 
the diversion of every storm. 
% 
TABLE 2 
EXPECTED ANNUAL ' REMOVAL ~F~ICIENCIES 
FOR SPECIFIED OIV£RSiON VOLUME 












SOURCE ~1artin P. Wanielista,, Storrrwater r~anagetrent: Quanti-
ty a.nd Qua 1 ty. (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Science, 19 79), p. 249. 
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To size a retention pond many variables interact. Consider a 
val ume equivalent to the divers ion volume. This basin would handle 
one storm adequately, but could not service a second storm unless the 
basin had completely drained. To handle a succession of storms, a 
larger volume requirement is obvious . . Depth of the basin and soil 
type contra 1 the time of drainage and therefore directly effect the 
volume requirement. Regress~on equations based upon extensive data 
and statistical analysis were developed by Wanielista ~1979) to aid 
in this volume calculation. These equations are presented in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTION OF RETENTION BASIN 
VOLUME FOR SCS TYPE A AND 0 SOILS 
AND ·WATERSHED ARtAS < ~ 200 ACRES 
v1vers1on vo 1 ume 
(Inches) SC.S Type A SCS Type D 
0.25 VA= .016(A)l.ZB v
0 
= .02(A)l. 3l 
0.50 VA== .046(A)l.lB v
0 
= .05(A)l. 24 
0.75 VA= .09 (A)l.ll v
0 
= .13{A)l.ll 
1.00 VA= .14 (A)l.Ol v
0 
= .20(A)l.Ol 
1. 2 5 VA = . 20 (A) 1. 04 V O = • 29 (A) 1. 04 
--------------------------~-----·---------------------------·----- -------------------------------------
A * 01 - A * DI 
V M = --,-r- V M = ----u-
v5 = vA(.59 + .37 ~) v3 = v0(.o7 + .92 1~~) 
( V 5 - V M) . ( V 3 - VM) 
V OA = V M + 4 ( D-l) V DD = V M + 2 • 5 ( D- • S ) 
where: A = Contributory watershed area, acres VH = Minimum basin volume, acre-feet 
D = Basin depth, feet v0A = Basin volume at depth D (1-5 feet) in Type A soil , acre-feet 
OI = Diversion volume, inches v
00 
"' Basin vol tiDe at depth D ( .5-J, feet) in 
Type D soil, acre-feet CN = Composite curve number 
SOURCE: 
and Qua 1 i ty. 
Martin P. Waniel ista, Stormwater ~1anagement: Quantity 
(Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Science, 1979)~ pp. 251-252. 
CHAPTER IV 
MODEL METHODOLOGY 
An explanation of the modeling process aids in understanding 
the uses and limitations of a computer model. The intent of this 
chapter is to introduce and explain the techniques and methods used 
by SMADA. 
Ra i nfa 11 
Rainfall is simulated as quantities of precipitation for a spe-
cified time increment. By applying the time increment through the 
duration of the storm, the quantity of rain and its distribution 
over time are defined. Actual rainfall measurements or data extra-
polated from design storms and dimensionless rainfall curves are 
generally used. Calculations assume an even distribution of the 
rainfall over the entire watershed. 
Hydrograph Prediction 
Rainfall excess is that amount of rainfall that escapes the 
water consuming forces of a given watershed. For modeling, these 
forces are the combined effects of infiltration and initial abstrac-
tion. Using a water inventory approach, each rainfall increment is 
acted upon by the available infiltration and abstraction for that 
time increment with the excess running off. When these storage 
17 
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parameters are filled, the runoff equals the rainfall. The quanti-
ties of runoff for each time increment are known as instantaneous 
runoff. To account for the time delay affected by the watershed, 
the instantaneous runoff undergoes Santa Barbara routing to simulate 
the as-delivered discharge hydrograph. 
Initial Abstraction 
Capabilities are such that individual abstraction quantities 
can be specified for both the pervious and impervious areas contained 
within the watershed. The initial abstraction parameter is handled 
such that all other rainfall infiltrates or runs off. Accordingly, 
any water consuming factors other than infiltration can be specified 
here. 
The filling of this volume is accomplished in a unique manner. 
Existing models are such that the initial abstraction is filled to-
tally before runoff can occur. SMADA, as long as initial abstrac-
tion volume is available, divides the given rainfall increment in 
half. Half to fill initial abstraction and half to be acted on by 
infiltration or be delivered as rainfall excess. The 50-50 break-
down of the rain increment has no scientific basis, but more closely 
describes the actual situation. This feature refines the initial 
stages of the hydrograph as compared to existing techniques, but 
has no apparent effect on peak prediction. 
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Infiltration 
To evaluate infiltration quantities over the pervious portions, 
SMADA provides the option of two different techniques: SCS-Curve 
Number and Horton•s Equation. 
The Curve Number approach does not actually calculate infiltra-
tion over time, but does account for its effect in determining rain-
fall excess. The SMADA approach utilizes concepts developed by the 
SCS but does not apply them directly. 
Examining equations 6 and 7 as presented earlier: 
_ (P - IA) 2 
Q - P - IA + S 
(p - .25) 2 
Q = p + .85 
(6) 
( 7) 
The SCS procedure defines IA as .2S and then states that Q = 0 if 
P < .2S. To allow greater freedom and more closely model the actual 
situation, the concept of equation 6 is used. However, remember 
that initia l abstraction is filled by the 50-50 rainfall breakdown 
already discussed. Therefore, even when initial abstraction is 
available, there is still a quantity of rainfall that is affected by 
infiltration and has runoff potential. This .. available .. rainfall 
is used in equation 5. 
p2 
Q = p + s (5) 
Note that when initial abstraction becomes saturated, the .. available'' 
rainfall equals the actual rainfall. 
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Horton's equation is applied using the integrated form as ex-
. pressed in equation 3. 
(I - I ) 
I = I t + 0 · c (1 - e-Kt) 
c K (3) 
The equation defines and allows for calculating the infiltration ca-
pacity and its distribution through time. The same "available" rain-
fall noted earlier is compared to the infiltration for that time in-
crement. If the available infiltration capacity is greater than the 
rainfall for a specific time increment, the runoff equals zero and 
the remaining infiltration capacity is added to the capacity for the 
next time increment. If rainfall exceeds the capacity, then infil-
tration is fi l led and the excess runs off. 
Area Breakdown 
A sign i ficant feature of SMADA is the land area classification 
within the watershed. At first the total watershed is divided into 
areas of similar homogeneous land uses, called sub-watersheds. For 
each sub-watershed, three parameters must be established: 
1) Percent Pervious 
2) Percent Impervious 
3) Percentage of Impervious that is directly 
connected to the drainage system 
Directly connected or directly drained impervious areas account for 
initial abstraction and then instantaneous runoff equals rainfall. 
The remaining impervious area (i.e., rooftops, sidewalks) is con-
sidered to be indirectly drained and after initial abstraction, the 
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r~unoff volume, is distributed over the pervious area ,. The rainfall 
over the pervious area plus the indirectly drained volume is then 
a ffec ted by the in i ti a 1 abs traction specified for pervious a rea s and 
by in fi, 1 trati on. 
Santa Barbara Routing 
The runoff quantities from pervious and impervious areas are 
totaled and reported in inches over th ~e entire wat ~ershed area. .An 
instantaneous hydro graph is computed by applying the runoff val ume 
to the time inc~ement, establishing an average flow rate for each 
time step. The procedure developed by Stubchaer(l975·lis. _qpplie.d 
directly to assess the tiMe dela:y affected · by the wate_r,~h .ed, and tQ 
stfmulate the as-deliver ~ep runoff hydr~ograph~ 
Retenti ~on and Detention 
Retention provides pollution control and detention provides 
hydraulic c ~ontrol. Both of these functions require consideration 
of the physical size of the holding ponds, and their subsequent 
altering of the final hydrograph. 
Retention basins are sized using the concept developed by 
Wanielista in Table 3. The results are presented in tabular form 
for SCS Soil Types A and D, at varying1 storage depths. Based. upon 
a specified side slope and allowing for one foot of freeboard, the 
surface area requirement is approximated. The effect of diversion 
on th ~e initial stages of the hydrograph is accounted for by setting 
runoff equal to zero until the diversion volume is acquired. 
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The necessary diversion is based upon the desired de§ree of 
pollutant removal. The required removal is approximated by the use 
of annual loading rates for varying land uses. A pre- vs. post-
type analysis calculates the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Sus-
pended So 1 ids (SS), Tota 1 Ni tr.ogen (TN), and Tota 1 Phosphorus ( TP) 
loadings for the pre- and poS't-land use:s . . The largest Jremo'{al 
efficiency is then es tab 1 is hed. At present, 1 oadi ng rates deve 1 oped 
by averaging extensive field data and shown in Table 4 are resident 
in SMADA. A change of two data statements and possibly a slight 
inputing modification will allow for the use of site specific or 
other loading rates. Note that if a pr-e- vs. ··post-analysis is not 
being performed, the pollutant contribution of the single watershed 
can be calculated and retention specified if desired. 
TABLE 4 
POLLUTANT LOADING RATES AND LAND USES 
APPLIED It~ St~ADA IN KILOGRAMStHECTARE/YEAR 
Land Use BOD ss TN 
Urban 
Res i denti a 1 35 430 6.6 
Commercial 87 840 14.5 
Pasture 11.5 343 6.2 
Citrus 16 280 23.0 
\~oodl and 5 85 3.0 







Quantity and ·Quality. (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Science, 1979), 
p. 194. 
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Detention basins are sized by noti .ng those time incr~ments in 
which the hydrograph values exceed a specified peak discharge. A 
numerical integration yields the required detention volume. To 
simulate the discharge from the detention basin, a portion of the 
detained volume is released as the receeding limb of the watershed 
hydrograph goes below the limiting peak. This continues, maintain-
ing the discharge at the constrajnt peak, until all of the detained 
water is released. A st9rage/discharge relationship is not 
required. 
The adjustments to the watershed hydrograph for the effects of 
retention and detention are appro·ximate, but do serve to allow for 
downstream ca 1 cul a ti ons using the adjusted hydrograph. 
Transmission Sizing and Routing 
Transmission of runoff away from the watershed to a receiving 
point is accomplished via circular pipes or trapezoidal channels. 
SMADA will size the desired cross-section using the peak flow esta-
blished by the predicted hydrograph, and Manning's Equation. For 
trapezoidal sections, the channel geometry is that of the most ef-
ficient section. 
To account for the time de 1 ayed variation of flows trans 1 a ti ng 
the stretch of the conveyance system, a modified Santa Barbara rou-
ting approach is taken. Applying the watershed hydrograph (adjusted 
for retention and detent:i on as necessary) to a channel of known 
geometry, an effective cross-section of flow can be determined for 
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each runoff time increment. From Manni.ng's Equation, the-velocity 
is established and with a specified length of travel, a time of con-
centration is calculated. The time of concentration is used to cal-
culate the routing coefficient that applies to that particular time 
increment. The routed flow appearing at the end of the pipeline 
reflects the storage effects of the conveyance system. 
When considering a drainage area with more than one land use or 
sub-watershed, more than one entry point into the conveyance system 
exits. A network of nodes appropriately arranged allows for defining 
the system. Node number 1 is placed at the furthest upstream point. 
The remaining nodes are numbered such that the numbers of upstream 
nodes are progressively less than the given node. See examples in 
Figure 3. 
Correct Incorrect Correct 
Fig. 3. Stormwater runoff conveyance system with multiple 
inputs. 
Flow routing is accomplished by first summing the hydrographs 
that are common to each node. Progressing from top to bottom, flow 
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~t a preceeding node is routed to the given node and added to the 
hydrographs that are inputed at that given node. This combined 
flow is then routed to the following node and the process continues. 
Between each set of nodes, a channel geometry is calculated based 
upon new peak discharges. Specification of a peak flow constraint 
within the conveyance system results in consideration of detention 
facilities. A surrrnarizing table of the flows that would be leaving 
each node is presented as the final printout of the program. 
It is recognized that the use of the Santa Barbara Routing 
coefficient and Manning's Equation is a simplification of the more 
exact unsteady state solution. However, the error is considered to 
be acceptable in view of the other assumptions of hydrologic and 
hydraulic modeling. Extensive testing would be required to verify all 
of these assumptions. 
CHAPTER V 
USERS GUIDE 
The beauty of SMADA is that it is compiled and executed in the 
interactive or ; nte 11 i gence mode. No computer cards are needed and 
with the question and answer type operation,. there is no concern with 
any required format or spacing of the input data. In fact, the data 
input is quite self-explanatory, The user must simply answer the 
questions as prompted during execution. 
SMADA can evaluate single or multi land use watersheds. For 
the same rainfall event, each specified sub-watershed is evaluated 
for runoff effects and hydrograph prediction. The options of pre-
vs. post-development, pollutant/retention, and peak flow/detention 
type analyses are available for use on each sub-watershed. 
There are three main data groups: 
1) Rai nfa 11 
2) Watershed 
3) Nodal Network 
Rain fa 11 Data 
Rainfall data requires the input of storm duration in hours and 
the desired time increment in minutes used to define the storm. 
This time increment will naturally be used to also define the hydro-
graph(s). The program allows for up to 100 time increments for both 
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rainfall entries and hydrograph generation. As prompted by SMADA, 
enter the ra i nfa 11 vo 1 ume in inches for each time increment. 
For user convenience, the inputed rain data is stored in a data 
file under a given name. In subsequent executions, the same rain 
data may be used by simply entering the file name. An assortment of 
storm data fi 1 es is a 11 owab 1 e, each with a uniquely different name. 
If a desired file name entry does not exist or a new entry name is 
already being used, the user is informed of the problem and execution 
returns to the beginning of the rain data input section. 
Watershed Data 
Each land area to be evaluated requires the following data: 
1) Drainage area (acres) 
2) Time of concentration (minutes) 
3) Percent impervious 
4) Percentage of impervious that is directly drained 
5) Initial abstraction for impervious area (inches) 
6) Initial abstraction for pervious area (inches) 
7) Curve Number for pervious area 
or 
7) Horton's 1 imi ti ng infi 1 tra ti on rate (inches/hour) 
8) Horton • s i td ti a 1 i nfi 1 tra ti on rate (inches/hour) 
9) Horton•s depletion coefficient (per hour) 
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Noda 1 Network Data 
The nodal network is defined by entering the following data 
concerning the transmission system between the nodes. Remember when 
arranging the nodal network, upstream nodes are progressively less 
than a given node. 
1) Distance between nodes (feet) 
2) Cross-section - circle or trapezoid 
3) Slope of proposed drainage 
4) Manning friction coefficient 
SMADA will accommodate a maximum of 12 nodes. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
Stormwater management plays an important role in meeting the 
challenge of counter i ng adverse environmental effects. Computer mo-
del s will continue to assist the engineer/planner in the task of 
controlling nonpoint source discharges, however, all models should 
be used with a degree of caution. SMADA is no exception and gener-
a ted results should not be taken as gaspe 1. A firm understanding 
of the mode l ing methodol _ogy and correlation to field data is impor-
tant. 
SMADA and this document provide a training package for storm-
water management. The mode l is particularly of va 1 ue to aid in 
making initial quantity and quality assessments of a stormwater 
management problem. Consistent evaluation and review of existing 
and proposed management systems are also possible. 
The Stormwater Management and Design Aid is a useful, easy to 
implement computer simulation,, incorporating present day stormwater 
phi 1. osophi es. The interactive mode concept is by far the most at-




EXAMPLE PROBLEM AND SMADA EXECUTION 
To demonstrate SMADA, consider a watershed of 300 acres -
250 acres of woodland and 50 acres of pasture. Proposals are to 
convert 170 acres of woodland into a residential community. A 
pre- vs. post-development design objective will be incorporated 
to assess hydraulic and pollution control for the new residential 
area, Also, retention will oe investigated for control of the 
previously unchecked pollutants from the pasture by a per storm 
diversion of 1/4 inch. Existing drainage systems from adjacent 
watersheds limits flow from the entire watershed to 110 cfs. A 
rain event of 25 year frequency, 6 hour duration and SCS Curve B 
distribution will be used. 
Refer to Figures A-1 and A-2 for problem layout and data de-















Fig. A-1.. Watershed layout for example problem, 
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SUII~l!RSHED 1 
' PftE-COffDITIOfl - ltOODWID POST-COifDITIOH - R£SU:EifT!Al 
Area 
T1• of Co!ICI!nmt1on 
Plrunt ~rvfoos 
Directly Dn1ned lliperv1ous 
Pervi ous Abstraction 
~ous AbstTact1on 













• 1~ fHt 
• 1 
Slope of Drainage • .005 
Manning, n • .015 









set by l)n!-condi t ton 
r;et by pre-condt ti011 
IP;!!TEISHE'O 2 M=-TEISMED 3 
PASlURE DDI..MD 
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Perotnt ~rv1ous 
• 10 leftS 




Directly Drained l..,.rvtous • 751 
Pervious Abstraction 
I•rvfous Abstracti on 
Maxi- Infilt-ration 
Horton ' s Initial Rite 
Horton's. Ult1Mte Rite 
Horton ' ~ Depletion Coef. 
Nut- Puk 
Diversion 
• .3 indies Penrious Abstraction 
lt~ptrv1ous Abstraction 
~xi a~~~ 1nf11 trat1on 
tune .llllllber 
• .05 in~ 
• 00 
• 3 ·tndln/hour 
• l 1ncfl/hour Maxi..., ~at: 
Trapezoidal 
lenpth • 1 foot 
Sides lope • 1 
Slope of O...atnagr • .005 
Manning, n • .015 
no. Constraint • 110 cfs 
• IS IC:n!S 
• 90 1111nutes 
•DS 
• 0.6 inches 





Nodal network and problem data. 
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============================================ 
SHADA - STORH~ATER HANAGEHENT AND DESIGN AID 
~=========================================== 
1 - ENTER ~HE PROJECT TITLE AS PROMPTED BELOW IN LESS THAN 100 CHARACTERS. 
2 - ADVANCE TO TOP OF NEXT PAGE AND THEN PRESS RETURN. 
PROJECT TITLE 1 EXAHPLE PROBLEM FOR MASTER'S RESEARCH REPORT. 
************************************************************ 
* * * SHADA STORHWATER HANAGEHENT AND DESIGN AID * 
* * * WRITTEN BY TIHOTHY H. CURRAN AND HARTIN P. WANIELISTA * 
* UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA - OCTOBER 19SO * 
* * ************************************************************ 
::::============ 
PROJECT TITLE EXAHPLE PROBLEH FOR HASlER'S RESEARCH REPORT. 
=======·==::::=== 
=========== 
DATE & TIHE 17 NOV 80 14:12:36 
==·===:====== 
*********************************************************** *************** R A I N F A L l D A T A **************** 
*********************************************************** 
FOR RAINFALL DATAr WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING APPLIES 1 
1 - DESIRE TO USE A RAINFALL DATA FILE ALREADY ESTABLISHED. 
2 - DESIRE TO CREATE A NEW RAINFALL DATA FILE. ?2 
ENTER NEW RAIN DATA FILE NAME ?STORH2 
STORM DURA TION <HOURS> ?6 
LENGTH OF TIHE IN'CREHE,NT FOR ANALYSIS (HINUTES) ?1.5 
ENTER' THE RA,IN'FALl INCREH1ENT'S FOR EACH T.IHE STEP ( IN,CHES) 


























IS THE WATERSHED UNDER CONSIDERATION COMPOSED OF DIFFERENT SUBWATERSHEDS C1=YESt2=NO> 11 
HOW MANY SUBWAT£RSHEDS WILL BE ANALYZED ?3 
NUHBER OF TIME STEPS FOR HYDROGRAPH GENERATION ?30 
IS THE FIRST BLOCK OF DATA ENTERED CORRECTLY <1=YESr2=NO> ?1 
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.................................................................... 
************** S U B W A T E R S H E D 1 ************** 
****'************************•••··························· 
IS A PRE VS. POST ANALYSIS NECESSARY C1•YESr2•ND> Tl 
ata P R E C 0 N D I T I 0 N *** 
SELECT INFILTRATION PREDICTION TECHNIOUE 
1 - CURVE NOHBER, 
2 - HORTON'S EQUATION. T1 
DRAINAGE AREA <ACRES> ?170 
TIHE OF CONCENTRATION (MINUTES> 1'1~0 
PERCENT IMPERVIOUS TO 
PERCENTAGE OF" IMPERVIOUS MEA TliAT 15 DIRECTLY DRAINED TO 
ABSTRACTION FOR IMPERVIOUS AAEA <INCHES OVER IMPERVIOUS> T.01 
ABSTRACTION FOR PERVIOUS AREA (INCHES OVER PERVIOUS> T.6 
r1AXIHUH INFIL TRATIDN CAPACITY CINCHES OVER PERVIOUS> • 
ENTER ''9 IF THERE IS NO LIMIT T999 
CURVE NUHBER FOR THE PERVIOUS PORTION T60 
IS THE PREVIOUS DATA BLOCK CORRECT Cl•YE5r2•NO> TJ 
TABLE ; CALCULATION OF PRE COHDITIOH HYDROGRAPH USING SANTA BARBARA ROUTING • 
.................................................................................................................... 
TJHE TIHE RAINFALL INFILTRATION RUNOFF INSTANT WATERSHEit 
INCREHENT DEPTH I INIT ABST DEPTH HYDROGRAPH HYDROGRAPH 
<MINUTES> <INCHES> CINCHES> CINCHES> CCFS> <CFS> GKK&a•a-=!:;•at•••···---······,-·--···--·-··-----------,-------------·-·-----8:8'----------....--------------····-----------= 
1 15 .so .100 .ooo 
2 30 .11 .10' .001 
3 45 .12 .us .002 .. 60 .15 .146 .oo .. 
5 75 • 16 .15 .. .006 
6 90 .17 .161 .009 
7 105 .27 .253 .017 
8 120 .30 .2S9 ,041 
9 13:5 1.08 ·756 .324 
10 150 1.1 .. .615 .:525 
11 165 .30 .138 .162 
12 ISO .30 .130 .170 
13 195 .2 .. .099 .141 
1-4 210 .2-4 .09 .. .146 
15 225 .18 .068 .112 
1.6 240 .18 .066 .114 
17 255 .15 .053 .097 
18 270 .12 .042 .078 
19 285 .12 .0 .. 1 .079 
20 300 .12 ,()40 .o8o 
2l 315 .12 .039 .081 
22 330 .12 .OJB .082 
23 345 .12 .038 .082 
24 360 .12 .037 .083 
25 375 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
26 390 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
27 405 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
28 420 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
29 <435 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
30 450 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo 
TOTAL RAINFALL • ~.OJ TOTAL IHFIL TRATION I ABSTRACTION • 3.593 
•** P 0 S T C 0 H D I T I 0 N *** 
SELECT INFILTRATION PREDICTION TECHNIQUE : 
1 - CURVE NUHBER. 
2 - HORTON'S EQUATION. T1 
DRAINAGE AREA <ACRES> ~170 
TIHE OF CONCENTRATION CHIHUTESl T70 
PERCENT IMPERVIOUS ?30 
PERCENTAGE OF - IMPERVIOUS AREA THAT IS DIRECTLY DRAINED T~5 
ABSTRACTION FOR IMPERVIOUS AREA <INCHES OVER IMPERVIOUS> ?.OS 
ABSTRACTION FOR PERVIOUS AREA <INCHES OVER PERVIOUS> T ... 
"AXIHUH INFILTRATION CAPACITY <INCHES OVER PERVIOUSJr 
ENTER 999 IF THERE IS NO LIHIT T999 
CURVE NUMBER FOR THE PERVIOUS PORTION T70 




















5 ....... 66.91 
55.00 65.82 
55.5 ... 6 ... 87 
56.06 6 ... 06 
56.57 63.37 
o.oo 60.23 





TOTAL RUNOFF • 2.-137 
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•••aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa••aaaatQataaataaaaaa•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaataiCUttattaaaaauaatuaautataataUaaa•aaaaaaa•aaiCUICU* 
TIME TIM£ RAINFALL INFILTRATION RUNOFF INSTANT WATERSHED 
INCREMENT DEPTH I lNIT ABST DEPTH HYDROGR~PH HYDROGRAF'H 
(HI NUTES > <INCHES> ( INCHES > <INCHES> ( CFS l ( CFS > 
•••••••••••aa••••••••••--•••·•••••••••••••••---•••••••·••a-=•-=••••••••K••••••-K:•aca:•s•••s•••••••-••••••••••••••--•azs:. 
1 15 .to .093 .007 ~.93 .-48 
2 30 .11 .093 .017 11.-41 1.97 
3 -45 .12 .100 .020 13.52 ~.oo 
" 60 .15 .123 .027 18.~0 6.31 5 75 .16 .129 .031 21.35 8.9-4 
6 90 .17 .120 .oso J-4.0'5 12.57 
7 105 .27 .169 .101 68.72 20.08 
B 120 .Jo .16-4 .136 412.47 31.79 
9 13:i 1.09 ..... 5 .635 4tJ1.91 ?6.39 
10 ISO lo1-4 .315 .825 561.15 157.70 
11 165 .Jo .066 .23 ... 159.20 196.89 
12 180 .30 .060 .2 .. 0 1.62.87 189.95 
13 195 .2 .. .o..s .1.95 132.6~ 181.78 
~~ 210 .2 .. .0 .. 2 .1418 13 ... 52 172 .... 5 
15 225 .18 .OJO .1so 102.02 161.97 
16 240 .18 .029 .151 102.91 150 ... 5 
17 255 .15 .023 -127 86.41 139.65 
18 270 .12 .018 .102 69.52 127.71 
19 285 .12 .017 .103 6'1.86 116.48 
20 300 .12 .017 .103 70.19 107 ... 9 
21 315 .12 .016 .104 70.50 100.30 
22 330 .12 .016 .to"' 70.80 , ... 56 
23 3 .. 5 .12 .015 .105 71.08 89.99 
24 360 .12 .015 .105 71.36 86.36 
25 375 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 76.55 
26 390 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 61.73 
27 405 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo .. 9.78 
28 420 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 40.15 
29 435 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 32.36 
30 4SO o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 26.11 
TOT~L RAINFALL • 6.03 TOT"L INFIL TRATIDN I ~ISTRACTION • 2.160 TOTAL RUNOFF • 3.870 ................................................................................................................. 
aaaaaaaaaa P 0 L L U T A N T A N A L Y S I S &&aaaaaaa 
DO YOU DESIRE t\t4 AHHUAL MSIS POL.LUTAHT ANALYSIS < 1•YES, 2•NO > 11 
SELECT PRE CONDITION L~NDUSE: 
1 - URIANrRESIDENTIAL. 
2 - URBANrCOHHERCIAL· 
3 - P~STl'RE, 
.. - WOODLAND. 
5 - CITRUS.T-4 
SELECT POST COHDITIOH L~NDUSE: 
1 - URBAN•RESIDENTIAL. 
2 - URBANrCOHHERClAL. 
3 - PASTURE. 
"' - WOODLAND. 
5 - CITRUS, ?1 
TABLE: ANNUAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGES IN KILOGRAMS . 














••••••••••••••••••••••••••• REQUIRED REMOVAL E 9 ...... % 
···········••******'******* 
SELECT THE DESIRED DIVERSION DEPTH ~OR USE OF RETENTION AS POLLUTION CONTROL 
1 - .25 INCHESr BOX REMOVAL, 
2 - .50 INCHES, 90% REMOVAL, 
3 - .75 INCHESr 95% REMOVAL. 
4 - 1.0 INCHES, 99% REMOVAL, 
5- 1.25 INCHES, 9ft% REMOVAL. 
6 ZERO 13 
ENTER THE PftOPO&ED &IDE 8LDPE OF TtfE RETENTIOH BASIN CVERT/HOR> T1 
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TABLE : RETENTION FACILITY ANALYSIS FOR SCS TYPE A AND D SOILS FOR VARYING DEPTHS. 
************************************************************************************ 













1 10.62 10.69 14.70 14.77 
2 13.91 7.03 22.84 1.1.52 
3 17.19 5.82 30.98 10.45 
4 20.47 5.23 
5 23.75 4.88 
************************************************************************************ 
*********** P E A K F L 0 W A N A L Y 5 I 5 *********** 
IS THERE A HAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE PEAK <1=YESr2=N0>?1 
ENTER THE ALLOWABLE PEAK <CFS>?70 
******************************************** 
REQUIRED DETENTION VOLUHE = 16.85 ACRE FEET 
******************************************** 
TABLE: FINAL DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPH 
********************************************* TIME TIME HYDROGRAPH 
STEP <MINUTES> <CFS> 
:;========;=============;=-====-============= 
1 15 o.oo 
2 30 o,oo 
3 45 o.oo 
4 60 o.oo 
5 75 o.oo 
6 90 o.oo 
7 105 o.oo 
8 120 o.oo 
9 135 o.oo 
10 !50 o.oo 
11 165 7.12 
12 lSO 70.00 
13 195 70.00 
14 210 70.00 
15 225 70.00 
16 240 70.00 
17 255 70.00 
18 270 70.00 
19 285 70.00 
20 300 70.00 
21 315 70.00 
22 330 70.00 
23 345 70.00 
24 360 70.00 
25 375 70.00 
26 390 70.00 
27 405 70.00 
28 420 70.00 
29 435 70.00 
30 450 70.00 
********************************************* 
WHICH NODE DOES THIS HYDROGRAPH FLOW INTO 1 
ENTER ZERO, CO>• IF NODAL ANALYSIS NOT TO BE PERFORMED ?1 
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................................................................ 
.. ************ I U J W A T E R I H E D 2 ************** ........................................................... 
IS A PRE VS. ~OST ANALYSIS NECESSARY Cl•YESr2•NO> ?2 
SELECT JNrJLTRATION PREDJCTIOH TECHNIQUE 
1 - CURVE NUMBER. 
2 - HORTON'S EQUATION. T2 
DRAINAGE AREA <ACRES> T50 
TlHE OF CONCENTRATION <MINUTES> T80 
PERCENT IHPERVlOUS 1 Hi 
PERCENTAGE OF IHPERVIOUS AREA THAT IS DIRECTLY .DRAINED T7:S 
ABSTRACTION FOR IHPERVIOUS AREA CINCHES OVER IttPERVIOUS> ToO:i 
ABSTRACTION FOR PERVIOUS AREA <INCHES OVER PERVIOUS> T.3 
HAXlHUM INFILTRATION CAPACITY CINCHES OVER PERVIOUS>, 
ENTER .,,, IF THERE IS NO LIHIT ?999 
HORTON'S LIHITING INFILTRATION RATE <IN/HR> T1 
HORTON ' S INITIAL INFILTRATlON RATE CJNIHR> T3 
HORTON ' S DEPLETION COEFFICIENT < /HR) T5 
IS THE PREVIOUS DATA ~OCK CORRECT <1•YE6t2•HO> T1 
TABLE J C.LCULIIIITIOH OF WATERSHED HYDROGRAPH USING SANTA JIIIIRBARA ROUTING. 
••••*********************"*****'********••·····--···"························································· TIHE TIM£ RAINFALL INFILTRATION RUNOFF INSTANT WIIIITERSHED 
INCREMENT DEPTH & INJT AJST DEPTH HYDROGRAPH HYDROORAPH 
<HINUTES> CINCHES> CINCHES> (INCHES> <CFS> <CFS> 
•t . ::K••as:•••••a•-=••••••••~~:•.••••••••••••••--••----••••--•-•- -•••••••--•~-•••••••••---•·•-••••-•••••---••••aaaa:--•••••c 
1 15 .10 .09 .. .006 1ol2 .10 
2 JO .11 .098 .012 2.o47 .39 
3 o45 .12 .107 .013 2.70 .77 .. 60 .15 o133 .017 3.37 1.15 
s 75 .16 .142 .018 3.60 le5S 
6 90 .17 .151 •. 01' 3.82 1.92 
7 105 .27 .2o40 .030 6.07 2 ..... 
e 120 .3o .266 .03-4 6.75 3.12 
9 135 l.OB .958 .121 24.30 5.25 
10 150 1.1 .. .539 .601 120.28 16.7-4 
11 165 .30 .213 .087 17.50 25.68 
12 lBO .30 .213 .087 17.50 2 ... 28 
13 195 .2 .. .213 .027 s.:so 22.09 
l .. 210 • 24 .213 .02? s.so n.z .. 
15 225 .18 .160 .020 ... os 26.76 
16 2 .. 0 .18 .uo .020 ... 05 1 ... se 
17 255 .15 .JJJ .017 3.37 12.72 
18 270 .12 .107 .013 2.70 11.06 
19 285 .12 .107 .013 2.70 9.63 
20 300 .12 .107 • 013 2.70 a ..... 
2 1 315 .12 .107 .013 2.70 7.-46 
22 330 • 12 .107 .013 2.70 6.6 .. 
23 345 .12 .107 .013 2.70 5.97 
2 .. 360 .12 .107 .013 2.70 5.41 
25 375 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 4.7J 
26 390 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 3.90 
2 7 405 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 3.23 
28 .. 20 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 2.68 
29 435 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 2.22 
30 450 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 1.8 .. 
TOTAL RAINFALL • 6,03 TOTAL INFILTRATION I IIIIBSTRACTION • 4.776 TOTAL RUNOrF • 1.254 
*****••········································································································· 
********** P 0 l L U T A N T A N A L Y S I S "******* 
J:IO YOU D£SIRE AN ANNUAL MSIS POLLUTA+fl NfALYSlS <l•YES,2•ND> '!1 
SELECT LANDUSE : 
1 - URBANrRESIDEHTlAL. 
2 - URBANrCOHHERCIAL. 
3 - PASTURE. 
"' - WOODLAND. 
5 - CITRUS. 'J 
TABLE : ANNUAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE 











SELECT THE DESIRED DIVERSION DEPTH FOR USE OF .RETENTION AS POLLUTION CONTROL 
1 - .25 INCHES, 80% REMOVAL. 
2 - .SO INCHES• 90% REMOVAL. 
3 - .75 INCHESr 95% REMOVAL. 
~ - 1.0 INCHES• 99% REMOVAL. 
5 - 1.25 INCHESr 99+% REMOVAL. 
6 ZERO 11 
ENTER THE PROPOSED SIDE SLOPE OF THE RETENTION BASIN CVERT/HOR> ?1 
TABLE : RETENTION FACILITY ANALYSIS FOR SCS TYPE A AND D SOILS FOR VARYING DEPTHS. 













1 1.04 1.06 1.3~ 1.36 
2 1.30 .67 1.9~ 1.00 
3 1.56 .55 2.54 .aa 
4 1.81 .49 
5 2.07 .<45 
************************************************************************************ 
*********** P E A K F L 0 W A N A L Y S I S *********** 
IS THERE A MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE PEAK <l=YESr2=N0>?2 
TABLES FINAL DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPH 
********************************************* TIME TIME HYDROGRAPH 
STEP <MINUTES> <CFS> 
=====~=======~;============================== 
1 15 o.oo 
2 30 o.oo 
3 45 o.oo 
4 60 o.oo 
5 75 o.oo 
6 90 o.oo 
7 lOS o.oo 
8 120 o.oo 
9 13o o.oo 
10 150 o.oo 
11 165 9.12 
12 180 24.28 
13 195 22.09 
14 210 19.24 
15 225 16.76 
16 240 14.58 
17 255 12.72 
18 270 11.06 
19 285 9.63 
20 300 8.44 
21 315 7.46 
22 330 6.64 
23 345 5.97 
24 360 5.41 
25 375 <4.71 
26 390 3.90 
27 405 3.23 
28 420 2.68 
29 435 2.22 
30 ~50 1.84 
********************************************* 
WHICH NODE DOES THIS HYDROGRAPH FLOW INTO 1 
ENTER ZERO• <OJ, IF NODAL ANALYSIS NOT TO BE PERFORMED 72 
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..... -'*** ................................................. . 
aaauauuaaaa S U I W A T E R S H E D 3 aaauuuaaau 
............................ u ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IS A PRE IJS. POST ANALYSIS NECESSARY <I•YESr2•NO> T2 
SELECT IHF'Il TRATlOH PREDICTION TECHNIQUE 
1 - CURVE NUMBER. 
2 - HORTON'S EQUATION. Tt 
DRAINAGE ,~EA CACRES> 1'80 
lUtE OF CONCENTRATION UUHUTES> ?90 
PERCENT IMPERVIOUS TO 
PERCENTAGE OF l"PERVIOUS .,_REA THAT JS DIRECTLY DRAINED TO 
ABSTR ... CTION FOR lftPERVIOUS AREA CIHCH£S OVER I"PERVIOUS> T.01 
ABSTRACTION FOR PERVIOUS .,_REA <INCHES OVER PERVIOUS l T ,6 
f'tAKI"UH INFIL TR ... TIOH CAPACITY (INCHES OVER PERVIOUS l • 
EHTER 999 IF THERE IS NO LJ"IT ?'99 
CURVE NUKBER FOR THE PERVIOUS PORTION ?60 
IS THE PREVIOUS Dlt TA k.OCk CORRECT < J • YES r 2•HO ) ? 1 
TABLE : CALCULATIOH OF WATERSHED HYDROGRAPH USIHG SAHTit BARBARA ROUTING • 
................................................................................................................. 
TIM£ Tift£ RAINFALL IHFILTRATlON RUNoFF INSTANT WATERSHED 
lNCRf.'PfENT DEPTH I IN!T ABST DEPTH HYDROORAPH HYDROGRAPH 
<MINUTES> <INCHES> CINCHES> <INCHES> (CFS> <CFS > 
=•••••·•••••••·•••••••••--•••--•••--•••·•:••--•Eaa·••••-•••••--••••·••••••••---•·••••••••••••••••••••••a:aa•••••••••••••c 
1 1:5 .10 .100 .ooo .12 .01 
2 30 .11 .109 .001 .40 .os 
3 45 .12 .118 .002 .75 .13 
4 60 .15 .146 .004 1.39 .27 
5 ?S .16 .15~ .006 2.02 .so 
6 90 .17 .161 .009 2.73 .78 
7 105 .27 .253 .017 So 53 1.30 
8 120 .JO .259 ,0-41 13.20 2.5.11 
9 135 J.os ,756 .32 .. 103.69 11.1 .. 
10 150 1·1" .615 .525 168.09 30.33 
11 165 .JO .138 oHi2 51.71 -42.57 
12 180 .30 .130 .170 5-t .JO ..... 18 
13 195 .2 .. .099 .l-41 4:5.16 -45.03 
1 .. 210 .2 .. .09~ .146 46.57 -45.16 
1:5 225 .as .068 .112 ~.so .. ... 55 
16 240 olB .066 .114 36.51 .. 3.26 
17 2SS .15 .053 .097 30.94 41.79 
l ·B 270 .12 .042 .078 25.07 39.67 
19 285 .12 .041 .0?9 25.35 37.45 
20 300 .12 .o .. o .080 2!5.62 35.61 
21 315 .12 .039 .082 2:5.88 34.09 
22 330 .12 .038 .082 26.14 32.85 
23 345 .12 .038 .082 26.38 31.83 
2-4 360 ·12 .037 .083 26.62 31.01 
25 375 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 28.29 
26 390 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 23.94 
27 405 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 20.25 
28 420 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 17.1.4 
29 435 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 14·50 
30 450 o.oo o.ooo o.ooo o.oo 12o27 
TOTAL RAINFALL • 6.03 TOTAL INFILTRATION & ABSTRACl'J Dtf • J .• 593 TOTAL RUNOFF -= 2.437 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
aaaaaaaaat P 0 L L U T A H T A N A L Y S I 5 *''****** 
DO YUU DESIRE AN ANNUAL BASIS POLLUTANT ANALYSIS <l•YESr2•NOl ?2 
40 
*********** P E A K F L 0 W A N A L Y S I S *********** 
IS THERE A HAXIHUH ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE PEAK (l=YES,2=N0>?2 
TABLEt FINAL DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPH 
********************************************* TIME TIME HYDROGRAPH 
STEF' <MINUTES> CCFS> 
=·========================·============-======== 
1 15 .01 
2 30 .os 
3 45 .13 
4 oo .27 
5 75 .50 
6 90 .78 
7 105 1.30 
8 120 2.54 
9 135 11.14 
10 150 30.33 
11 165 42.57 
12 190 44.18 
13 195 45.03 
14 210 45.1G 
15 225 44.55 
16 240 43.26 
17 255 ~u.79 
18 270 39.67 
19 285 37.45 
20 300 35.61 
21 315 34.09 
22 330 32.85 
23 345 31.93 
24 360 31.01 
25 375 28.29 
2'6 3 '90 23.94 
27 4 ~05 20.25 
2,8 420 17.14 
29 435 14.50 
30 450 12.27 
********************************************* 
WHICH NODE DOES THIS HYDROGRAPH FLOW INTO ? 
,ENTER ZERO, ( 0 }' r IF NODAL AN'AlYSIS ,NQT TO BE P,ERFORHED 12 
41 
.............................................................. 
•************' M D J) A l A H A L Y S I S llllllltt•ttlll ........................................................... 
HOW HANY NODES ~E USED ?3 
TRANSMISSION FROH NODE 1 
FLOW IS RECEIVED BY WHAT NODE '?'2 
DISTANCE BETWEEN THESE NODES CFEET> TlBOO 
CROSS SECTION OF PROPOSED DRAINAGE Cl•TRAPEZOIDr2•ClRCLE> T1 
DESIRED SIDE SLOPE OF THE CANAL CVERT/HORIZ> Tl 
SLOPE OF PROPOSED DRAINAGE T.005 
HANNING FRICTION COEFFIClENTr N T.015 
HAXIHUH FLOW CONSTRAINT COHING FROH THIS NODE CCFS), 
ENTER 9999 IF NO LIHIT ?9999 
15 THE PREVIOUS DATA hOCK CORRECT <l•YESr2•NO> T1 
................................... 
HINIHUH CHANNEL GEOKETRY t 
DEPTH CFEET> • 2.2 
BOTTOM CFEET> • 1,9 
SIDE SLOPE CUERT/HOR> • 1.0 ................................... 
TRANSMISSION FRO" NOD£ 2 l 
FLOW .IS RECEIVED BY WHAT NODE TJ 
DISTANCE BETWEEN THESE NODES <FEET> T1 
CROSS SECTION OF PROPOSED DRAINAGE C1•TRAPEZOID•2•CIRCLE> Tl 
DESIRED SIDE SLOPE OF THE CANAL CVERT/HDRIZ> T1 
SLOPE OF PROPOSED DRAINAGE f,005 
HANNING FRICTION COEFFICIENT, N ?.015 
HAXH1UI1 FLOW CONSTRAINT CDHIHG FROH THIS NODE <CFS>, 
ENTER 9999 JF NO LIHIT 1110 
IS THE PREVIOUS DATA BLOCK CORRECT Cl•YE6r2•NO> T1 
·~··~········*······························· REQUIRED DETENTION VOLUKE • 2.91 ACRE FEET 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
*****************••················ MINIHUH CHANNEL GEOHETRY : 
DEPTH CFEETJ • 2.7 
BOTTOM CFEET> • 2.2 
SIDE SLOPE (VERT/HOR> • t.O .................................... 
TAeLE : SUHHARY OF' FlOWS AT EACH NODE 
*************····························· TIME TIME NODE 1 NODE 2 HODE 3
STEF' <MINUTES> CCFS> <CFS> CCFS> 
=:::;:::.-•~:;:::-::c=:.:t=s-•••s:•••••••-•••••••••••••••a 
lS o.o .o o.o 
:> 30 o.o .o o.o 
3 •s o.o ol o.o .. 60 o.o .J o.o 
5 75 o.o .:; .s 
6 90 o.o .e .5 
7 105 o.o l.J 1.6 
8 120 o.o 2.5 2.3 
9 135 o.o 11.1 11 ... 
10 150 o.o 30.3 30.1 
11 165 7.1 55.-1 S5.6 
12 180 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
13 195 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
14 210 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
15 2::!5 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
16 2o10 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
17 255 10.0 110.0 110.3 
18 270 70.0 110.0 109.7 
19 285 10.0 uo.o 110.3 
20 300 10.0 uo.o 109.7 
21 315 10.0 uo.o 110.3 
:!2 330 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
.23 345 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
24 360 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
25 375 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
26 390 10.0 uo.o 109.7 
27 405 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
28 <420 10.0 uo.o 109.7 
29 <435 70.0 uo.o 110.3 
30 .. 50 70.0 uo.o 109.7 
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